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ON THE GROUP SSF(G),

G A CYCLIC GROUP OF PRIME ORDER1

BY

M. MALLER AND J. WHITEHEAD

Abstract. We extend the definition of the obstruction group SSF(C) in the case

where G is a cyclic group of prime order. We show that an endomorphism of a free

ZG-module is a direct summand of a virtual permutation if its characteristic

polynomial has the appropriate form. Among these endomorphisms the virtual

permutations are detected by K0. The main application is in detecting Morse-Smale

isotopy classes.

1. Introduction. A diffeomorphism of a compact manifold /: Af -> Af is called

Morse-Smale if it satisfies Axiom A and strong transversality, and the nonwandering

set S2(/) is finite. From the point of view of dynamics these are the simplest

structurally stable diffeomorphisms (see [9] for more details). In this paper we study

the algebraic obstruction to the existence of a Morse-Smale diffeomorphism in a

given isotopy class, in the case where the fundamental group G = 77,(Af) is a cyclic

group of prime order.

Definition. A square integral matrix is called a virtual permutation (v.p.) if it has

the block diagonal form

Pi

P,

where each block p¡ is either a signed permutation matrix or zero.

Theorem (Shub-Sullivan [9]). Suppose dim M ^ 6 and-nx(M) = 0./: A£-f* M is

isotopic to a Morse-Smale diffeomorphism if and only if f can be represented on the

integral chain level by virtual permutation matrices.    □

Franks and Shub [3] constructed an obstruction group, called SSF, which detects

when this chain level condition can be satisfied. A linear map is called quasi-

unipotent if all eigenvalues are roots of unity, and quasi-idempotent if the zero
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eigenvalue is also allowed. By a change of basis the permutation blocks p, above can

be put in the form

/ 0      1      0     ...    o1
0        0        1       ...     0

0       0      .     1

\±i   .   0/

i.e. the companion matrix C(x" - 1) of the polynomial (x" - 1), so a Morse-Smale

diffeomorphism must be quasi-unipotent on homology [8]. Let QI be the category

whose objects are pairs (Af, e), where Af is a finitely generated Z-module and e:

M -» M is quasi-idempotent on Af/Torsion( Af ). Let P c QI be the full subcategory

of objects which have finite resolutions by free v.p. endomorphisms. Then

SSF = K0(Ql)/K0(P).

If E: C* -* C* is a quasi-idempotent chain map, let x(^) = ^tT0c*(-l)'[E¡] in

SSF.

Theorem (Franks-Shub [3]). An integral chain map E: C*t3 is chain homotopy

equivalent to a v.p. chain map if and only if E + : H^(C^) 3 is quasi-idempotent and

X(E*)= 0/ttSSF.

In [4] Lenstra proved that SSF is nontrivial.

For nonsimply connected manifolds the appropriate algebraic models are the

chain maps in the universal cover C»(AZ) over the group ring ZG, G = irx(M) [5].

V.p. matrices have the same block diagonal form but the blocks p¡ may have nonzero

entries ±g, g g G; by a change of basis we can assume the p¡ are companion

matrices of polynomials x " ± g.

Let Mod(G) be the category with objects (Af, e), where Af is a finitely generated

ZG-module and e: M -» Af is an operator homomorphism associated with an

automorphism of G. A morphism h: (Af, e) —» (Af, /) in Mod(G) is a ZG-homomor-

phism h: M -* N such that fh = he. A resolution of (Af, e) in Mod(G) is a long exact

sequence

0-»(¿W*)- ••• ■+(N0, fo)-¿'(Afye)-* 0.

Let P c Mod(G) be the full subcategory of objects which have finite free v.p.

resolutions. Let Q 3 P be the full subcategory of Mod(G) of objects which are direct

summands of objects of P.

Define

SSF(G) = K0iQ)/K0iP).

In [6] we showed that if a ZG-chain map E: C» -» C* has each (C,, £",) g Q, then

(C*, E) is chain homotopy equivalent to a v.p. endomorphism if and only if

dim C*

XÍE)=    £   (-!)'[£,] = 0
i-O

in SSF(G). We were unable to directly identify the objects of Q.
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When G = 0 it follows from [3, Proposition 2.7] that Q = QI. The proof depends

on the fact that if £ is a primitive kth root of unity, the ring Z[£] is a Dedekind

domain. In [7] we identified the objects of Q in a special case. By a v.p. polynomial

in ZG[x] we mean x" or a factor of (x" ± g), g g G. When G = Z", Af is a free

ZG-module and e: M -y M is ZG-linear, we showed that (Af, e) g Q if and only if

the characteristic polynomial of e is a product of v.p. polynomials (equivalently the

eigenvalues of e are zero or roots of unity).

In this paper, using techniques of integral representation theory, we prove the

following

Theorem. Suppose G is a cyclic group of prime order, M is a free ZG-module and E:

M —» Af is ZG-linear. Then ( M, e) g Q if and only if the characteristic polynomial of e

is a product of v.p. polynomials.    □

This condition is clearly necessary. The rest of the paper is devoted to the proof of

sufficiency. We would like to thank Michael Shub and John Franks for introducing

us to this problem and for many helpful conversations.

2. Filtrations. A filtration of (Af, e) in Mod(G) is a sequence of submodules

0 c Af, c • • • cz Mr- M such that e(M¡) c Af,. By abuse of notation we will also

denote as e the quotient self-map of M¡/Mi_x.

Lemma \.If(M,e)has a filtration with each (Mj/MjJi, e) G Q, then (Af, e) G Q.

Proof. Consider the exact sequence in Mod(G)

0 -> Af, -h> Af2 -» M2/Mx -* 0.

By assumption, Af, and M2/M, have inverses Af and Af ' modulo P. The sequence

O->M,eAf^AZ20Af©Af'^ Af2/Af, © Af' ^ 0

is exact and the end terms belong to P. But P is closed under short exact sequences

[6, Lemma 2]. (One verifies that under our hypothesis the Mt are projective.)

Therefore ( Af2, e) g Q and the lemma follows by induction.    D

Henceforth we assume that G is a cyclic group of prime orderp, G = (glg^ = 1).

We begin by constructing projective filtrations for endomorphisms of free ZG-mod-

ules.

The integral group ring ZG = Z[x]/xp - 1. Let <¡>(x) = 1 + x + ■ ■ ■ + xp~l so

xp — \ = (x — l)<p(;c), and let I be the augmentation ideal of ZG, the kernel of co:

ZG -+ Z, co(Ea,g') = La,. Then Z = [a g ZG\<j>(g)a = 0} = (g - 1)ZG and I =

Z[x]/$(x) = Z[£J as ZG-modules (where g acts via x or £), £ a primitivepth root of

unity.

The short exact sequence

O^Z^ZG^Z^O

is a nonsplit extension of Z[£] by Z, but over Q the extension is split.

Let QG be the group algebra, QG = Q ®7ZG = Q[x]/xp - 1. Let / be the

augmentation ideal of QG; then J = 0[£] = ö(£). Let K = {a g QG\(g - l)a =

0}; then K == Q, the trivial ÇG-module.
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The sequence

O^J^yQG^yQ^O

splits and so QG = £?(£) © Q = J © K-

Let Af be a free ZG-module of rank n, e: M -» Af a ZG-linear homomorphism

and suppose the characteristic polynomial of e isfx(x)f2(x) ■ ■ ■ fr(x),f¡(x) g ZG[x]

and degree(/,(*)) = s¡. We construct a filtration of Af by first going up to QG.

Let S = [m ^ M\<j>(g)m = 0). If {w1,...,w„} is a basis for Af as a free

ZG-module, an element m = Ea,w, g Af belongs to 5 if and only if each or, G / =

(g- l)ZG.ThusS = (g-l)AZ=Z[£]».

Let gAZ = (Q ®7M)*z> 1 ® e and let

OS = g ®ZS = {i; g QM\c¡>(g)v = 0} = e(|)".

Let L = [v g gAf|(g - l)v = 0} = Q". Then

ßAZ = (ÔG)" = C?5 © F = ô(£)" © Ô"

and both summands are invariant under e. Suppose e is represented in the basis

{mx,... ,mn) by a ZG-matrix (a,,). Then e: F -» L is represented by the g-matrix

(co(a,y)),  where co:   gG -> Q,  g -» 1,  and e:   gS "* gS is represented by  the

g(£)-matrix (0(a,7)), where 0: gG - g(£), g - £.

Since g(£) and Q are fields there exist e-invariant nitrations of QS and L by

subspaces

0 c QSX c • • • c QSr = gS,       0 c L, c • • •  c Lr = L

such that e: [gSygS,-,]^ has characteristic polynomial 6(f¡(x)) G ß(€)M an^ e:

(L,/L,_i)*d has characteristic polynomial co (/,(!*)) g g[x].

Let (gAf ), = gS, © L,, Then 0 c QMX c • •• c gA/r = gM is a filtration,

QMi/QM¡._, is a free gG-module of rank s, = degree/-(jc) and e: (QM:/QM^x)*d

is annihilated by/,(*). Let M,■ = M n (gAf)„ so (gAf), = g ® Af„ 0 c Af, c

c Af, = Af is a filtration of Af and e: (Mi/M¡_l)i-> is annihilated by/(jc). If q is

any prime let Fq = Z/qZ, the finite field of q elements. If Af is a ZG-module let

M = M/qM be the reduced module over FG. Let Z denote Z localized at the

prime ideal qZ and let M = Zq <8>ZM. Recall that a ZG-lattice is a ZG-module

which is free and finitely generated as a Z-module [1, p. 245]. We will need the

following fact:

Lemma 2. Let A be a finite dimensional algebra over Fp containing FpG, and let M be

a ZG-lattice such that M is an A-module and M/(g - l)Af = (A)r/(g - l)(A)r as

A-modules for some r ^ 1. If rank F M = rankF(A)r, then M = (A)r as A-modules.

Proof. rad(FpG) = (g - \)FpG by [1, 5.24] and (g - I)A c rad A. Therefore by

[1, 5.1 and 5.29]

M

(g-l)ÂT '

Thus M/rad M = (A)r/rad(A)r as (A/rad ^)-modules.

rad(A)'

(g-l)U)'
= rad

iAY

(g-i)U)'
and

rad Af

(g-l)M
= rad
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It follows that (A)r is the projective cover of Af as an yl-module [1, 6.23].

Therefore there exists an epimorphism e: (A)r.-* M. Since rankF(^4)r = rankF Af,

ker(e) = 0 and e is an isomorphism.   D

Lemma 3. M¡/M¡_x is a projective ZG-module.

Proof. Observe first that AZ,/AZ,_, is torsion-free over Z. Therefore Af,/Af,_, is a

ZG-lattice and

mnkz(^¡)=ranMß ®(^y )=ranM g§y=s-p>

where s¡ = degree(/■(*)). Let S,■ = M n QS, = M¡, O S = [m G AT^g)™ = 0}.

Then S¡ is a free Z-module of rank s,(p — 1).

By [1, 31.3 and 30.11] it is enough to show that [M./M:_x] = M,/Mi_x is

projective over FpG. We show that M/Mr_x is projective and the lemma follows by a

finite induction.

Now FpG is a local ring and so by [1, 5.24 and 5.19]

™d=— = rad(F/?)-=— = (g - 1)
Mr-i '     Mr_, Mr_x

(g-l)M+Mr_x       S+Mr_x

Mr_x Mr_x

Since

S + Mr_x-—- =

Mr_x       - Mr_x ns      S,r-l

is a free Z-module of rankir(p — 1) we obtain (S +Mr_x)/Mr_x is an F-vector

space of dimension sr(p — 1). Similarly M/Mr_x is an F - vector space of dimension

s,.p. Therefore (Af/Afr_,)/rad(Af/Afr_,) is an F-vector space of dimension sr. Let

B be a free F^G-module of rank sr. Then

B M/Mr_x

rad B - rad(AZ/A7r   ,)

as (FpG/rad(FpG))-modules and by Lemma 2, M/Mr_x = B as F^G-modules. Hence

M/Mr_x is projective as a ZG-module. Therefore Mr_x is projective, and Sr_x =

Afr_, n 5 = (g — l)Afr_, and the induction continues.    D

Next we show that as in the case G = 0, going up to gG the obstruction vanishes.

Lemma 4. Suppose f(x) = xs ± g, g g G. Then (QMJQM^^^zi e is represented

by a v.p. matrix over QG.

Proof. We have

QM, QS,     m    L, QitYoQ1,
QMt„x      \QS,„xj      L,_x      ^vw       T'

with each term invariant under e, and e: g(£)5 *3  has characteristic polynomial

Q(fi(x)) = (xS ± £)' e'- Qs ^  nas characteristic polynomial xs ± 1. Let r g Z be
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respectively ps, 2ps, s,2s if f(x) is (xs - g), (xs + g), where g =£ 1, (xs - 1),

(xs + 1). Let H = (h\h' = 1). Then we may regard QS,/QS,_X as a module over the

ring

(x'-l) KJ

and L,/L, _, as a module over the ring

(* - 1J

where multiplication by x is given in each case by e.

Let A' be a free ZG-module of rank s and e': N -* N an endomorphism repre-

sented by the companion matrix of f(x); i.e. v.p. matrix. Then gAf has a corre-

sponding decomposition QN = QS' © L', where QS' and L' are modules over

g(£)ZZandgZZ.

For each element a g g(£)ZZ consider the actions â: [gS/gS1,.,] ^ and à':

(QS')*Z) . We claim the two actions have the same characteristic polynomials as

g(£)-homomorphisms. If a G g(£) this is obvious, while if h occurs in a it follows

since char(e) = char(e') = xs ± £. Similarly, for a g gZZ the actions on Li/Li_x

and L' have the same characteristic polynomials as g-homomorphisms.

Now by Maschke's theorem [1, 3.14] Q(£)H and gZZ are semisimple rings.

Therefore by a theorem of Brauer (see [10, p. 9, proof of Theorem 1.8]) modules over

these rings are determined up to isomorphism by the characteristic polynomials of

the actions of ring elements. Thus (gSygS,^,) = QS' as g(£)ZZ-modules and

(L,/L,_x) = L' as gZZ-modules. Therefore

gAf, QS,    ä     L,
QM,   x       QS,   ,  w L

= QS' © L' = Af
f-i

as (QG[x]/xl — l)-modules. Hence e: [QMj/QM^^ r> is represented over gG by

the v.p. matrix of e'.   D

3. Proof of theorem. We restate our main result.

Theorem. Let G be a cyclic group of prime order p, M a free ZG-module and e:

M —> Af ZG-linear. (M, e) G Q // and only if the characteristic polynomial of e is a

product of v.p. polynomials.

Proof. The condition is clearly necessary, we prove sufficiency. We have the

characteristic polynomial of e equals fx(x)f2(x) ■ ■ ■ fr(x), where eachfi(x)\x"' ± h¡,

h, g G. By Lemma 1 it suffices to prove that each factor module (Af/Af,,,, e) g Q.

Observe that x" ± h\xm — 1, where m = 2np. Let Af be a free ZG-module and e':

N -* N an endomorphism such that/(x)ch(e') = xm — 1.

Let F = M,/M,_x © N and k = e © e': T -> F. By Lemma 3 F is a projective

ZG-module and by Lemma 4 gF is a free gG-module with ch(Â:) = xm - 1 on gF.

We prove that (T, k) g Q through a series of lemmas, which will complete the proof

of the theorem.    D
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Definition. Let Ä be a Dedekind domain with quotient field K, and A a

finite-dimensional A"-algebra. A commutative Reorder in A is a commutative subring

A cz A such that A is finitely generated as an Ä-module and ATA = A [1, 23.2].

Lemma 5. Let A be a commutative Z -order in a finite dimensional Q-algebra A. For

any pair of projective A-lattices C and D, QC = QD » C = D as A-modules.

Proof. By [1, 32.5] it is sufficient to show that A/rad A. is a separable F^-algebra

(where reduction is mod a).

By [1, 30.3] A/rad A = A/rad A is a semisimple artinian ring. Since Fq is perfect,

every finite extension field E of Fq is separable over Fq. Let E ® A = AE. Then

rad(A/::) = (rad X)£"by [1, 7.9(i)] and

Ä    \£ ÄE AE

rad A/        (radA)£     rad A£

is a semisimple artinian ring. Hence ( A/rad A )E is semisimple for each finite

extension field E over Fq. Therefore A/rad A is a separable F^-algebra by [1, 7.3].

D

Corollary. For all primes q, T is a free ZqG-module.

Proof. F is a projective ZG-module and gF is a free gG-module. The result

follows since ZqG is a Z^-order in gG.    □

Definition. Let fibea Dedekind domain with quotient field K and let A be an

f\-order in a separable finite-dimensional A'-algebra A. Two A-lattices C and D are

in the same genus (C V D) if Cp = Dp as Ap-modules for all maximal ideals P of R

[1, p. 642].

Lemma 6. Let $(x) g Z[x] be a cyclotomic polynomial and let C be a projective

ZG-module, e: C -» C with C annihilated by $>(e). Let D be a free ZG-module, f:

D —» D an endomorphism represented by the companion matrix C(Q>(x)). If QC = QD

as (QG[x]/<p(x))-modules, then C V D as (ZG[x]/<fr(x))-modules.

Proof. We must show that Cq = Dq for all primes a.

Case 1. a = p. Cp/(g - L)Cp is a torsion-free (Zp[x]/<b(x))-module. Since

Zp[x]/$>(x) = Zp[i\], r; a primitive rth root of unity, it follows that Zp[x]/<b(x) is a

Dedekind domain and hence Cp/(g - \)Cp is projective as a (Zp[x]/<S>(x))-module.

By hypothesis QC = QD. As before

QC^QhleQiÈ)hl  and   —Qc^Qhl.
$ix) •(*) (g-l)ßC     (¡fix)

It follows that g(C/(g - 1)C„) = ß[Z„[x]/<I)(x)] and by Lemma 5 C,/(g - 1)C„

s Z,[*]/*(x). Hence

— rf    1
C _ Fp[x\ _ A

ig-l)C= *ix) ~ ig~l)A
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a /4-modules where A = FpG[x]/<S>(x). By Lemma 2 A = C as ^-modules. Hence Cp

is a projective (ZpG[x]/0(x))-module [1, 30.11] and by Lemma 5 C = ZJp.

Case 2. g =£ p. Since í>(x) is a factor of jcs - 1 for some s, we may view C as a

Z^G-module, where

G = (x, v|xi = l,y" = 1, [x, ^] = 1)

and identifying G with (y).

Let ZZ = (x). Then [G:ZZ] =p which is invertible in Zq. Hence Cq is a direct

summand of ZqG ®z //C^, where C?w denotes C viewed as an ZZ-module [1, 33.5].

As above CqH is a torsion-free (Zq[x]/<b(x))-module and hence is projective. Since

7CK       ̂ W^Mffll
Z«°®z«"<i>ix)  =    • (*)

as (ZqG[x]/$(x))-modules it follows that C is projective as a (Z?G[x]/$(x^-mod-

ule. Lemma 5 then implies that C„ = Dq.   D

Lemma 7. Lei (C, e) and (D, f) be as in Lemma 6. If C V D as (ZG[x]/<S>(x))-

modules, then (C, e) g Q.

Proof. We first show that (D, f) g P. There exist polynomials fx(x)f2(x) ■ ■ ■

f(x) and h(x) such that

fxix)---fix)Hx) = hix),   fix) = Xs'-I,

and h(x) = x" - 1. By [2] C(h(x)) is similar over Z to

tciftix))

C(f,(x))

C(*(*))

If Af, and N2 are free ZG-modules with endomorphisms kx and k2 represented by

Y and C(h(x)) respectively, then Af, = N2 as (ZG[jc]/A(x))-modules, i.e. (Nx, kx) g

P. Let N3 be the free ZG-module with endomorphism k3 represented by

C(/i(*))

0

C(/,(x))(

There exists a short exact sequence of (ZG[x]//i(x))-modules

0 -> Af3 -* Af, -» F» -» 0.

Since Af,, Af, g P we obtain DeP since P is closed under short exact sequences [6].

But CVU, hence there exists a (ZG[x]/$(x))-module L such that F © C = D © ZJ>

[1, 31.7], i.e. (C, e) g Q as required.   D
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Lemma 8. Let T be a projective ZG-lattice with k: T —> F a ZG-homomorphism.

Suppose QTis a free QG-module with ch(k ® 1) = xm - 1 on QT. Then (F, k) G Q.

Proof. gF is a free gG-module by [1, 32.11]. Factor x"' - 1 into a product of

irreducible factors in Q[x]. Then there exists a filtration

0 ç t/j ç U2 ç • • • ç {7r_, ç If. = gF

such that U¡/U¡_x is a free gG-module with & ® 1 having characteristic polynomial

$,(x) on Lf,/Lf_,, 4>,-(.x) cyclotomic. Then A: ® 1 may be represented by C($,(x))

on c//£/,._,.

Let T: = T n ÍZ. By Lemma 3 !)/!)_} is a projective ZG-lattice. By Lemmas 6

and 7 ( T,/T,_x, i)eQ and so by Lemma 1 (F, fc) g Q.   d

This completes the proof of the theorem.
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